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• Problem: You are a “person of modest
means” who enters a contract with a large
pharmaceutical corporation. You then suffer a
breach of contract in the amount of $10
million, and the only way to recover your loss is to
sue. If you sue, “[i]t is common ground that the
action is complex and will involve extensive
documentary production [and] [t]he trial will take
approximately three weeks if the matter is not
settled.”1

• What do you do? Should you drop the claim, or
perhaps settle at a great discount and refocus your
attention and capital on your recovering business?

• Perhaps there is another way: You might not be
familiar, but someone out there has built a
successful business by understanding the merits of
legal claims and, thereby, their value as financial
assets. And if the fit is right, a litigation
financer could fund your claim by paying
your legal costs and maintaining your suit.
The financier offers value by loaning you money to
hire the most effective lawyers for your dispute.
Importantly, their loan is always non-
recourse; meaning if you lose in court, you do
not have to repay the litigation financier for their
loan. Championing your legal claim is all
done in exchange for a fair, reasonable cut
of the winnings.2

• Litigation financing promotes access to justice
and rule of law.

Consider: You have a strong legal claim, but 
a weak financial position.

• A general legislative provision that mandates
litigation financing, proper, as non-recourse.

• Amending most secured transactions law to
provide for first priority to litigation financierS
and reduce the cost to litigants of obtaining
funding.

• Same treatment of litigation financing for
contract claims and commercial tort claims with
respect to financier’s ability to collateralize the
claim itself.

• Promotion of a general awareness to bolster
beneficial the pre- and post-claim effects of
litigation financing.

How can we accommodate litigation 
financing? Ask me about:

The law and history of litigation financing.

The ideal litigation financier
provides a comparative advantage 

by specializing in legal and
financial knowledge with 

adequate capital to fund claims 
and a demonstrated history in 
identifying meritorious legal 

claims

Under most agreements (which 
are non-recourse), the funder 

recovers if and only if the funded 
party is victorious, and funders 
will only fund cases that they 

believe are meritorious.

The value of a legal claim, as an 
asset, depends on whether the 
claimant can convert the claim 

into a final and enforceable money 
judgment as against a solvent 

defendant

What if “Goliath” simply 
doesn’t comply with a final 
judgement? Omni Bridgeway 
and Burford Capital, industry 

leaders, have been successful in 
enforcing as against 

sovereign nations that refuse to 
honour international arbitral 

awards

General awareness of litigation financing will strengthen rule of law. 
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The legal doctrines of maintenance and champerty historically 
made funding litigation illegal, But the SCC later endorsed 

litigation financing.

Maintenance is where a party without an 
interest in a legal claim assists a party in 

bringing that claim. Champerty is a kind 
of maintenance where the maintainer 

shares in the proceeds of the legal action.3

The doctrines of champerty and 
maintenance aimed to protect the 

administration of justice from abuse 
by a prototypically powerful, post-feudal
figure who “could constitute himself the 

champion of all who would accept his 
championship, maintain their causes.”

Said figures would be increasingly willing
to take on litigation to increase their
own estates creating a serious threat 

to the uniform enforcement of law 
and becoming unduly influential in the 

course of the same.4

Maintenance and champerty became 
antiquated doctrines. 

In 9354-9186 Québec Inc. v Callidus 
Capital Corp, 2020 SCC 10, the Supreme 

Court of Canada approved a 
litigation funding agreement in the 

interest of, among other things, access to 
justice. 

Litigation financing is was also approved to 
finance class actions or claims where

the claimant is significantly less 
powerful than the defendant.5

Important positive pre-claim effects arise as between two contracting 
parties due to the simple fact that parties are aware of litigation 

financing and may use it.6 

Contractual reaches that rely on 
“David’s” lack of funds to litigate 
won’t work, because a counterparty 

to a breach who enjoys litigation 
financing will have the resources from 

the financier to pursue a legal claim 
for breach of contract

Parties with less economic 
bargaining power to be more

willing to contract knowing that 
they can enforce their contractual 

rights.

With more enforceability, a 
counterparty likely becomes more 

interchangeable because the 
premium of reliance on trust is 

diminished. Past relationships may 
not fetter who parties feel they 
are able to contract with when 

considering their lack of ability to 
sue and enforce against more 
powerful or unknown entities.

Thesis: Litigation financing is beneficial & 
laws should accommodate it.

The ideal funder, their criterion and what does recovery look like?
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